Curb Alert™

- Provides curb and parking sensor warnings for any vehicle and prevents expensive curb damage.
- Clever unique solution to an everyday problem.
- Adjustable warning volume from low to high.
- Easy to install.
- Unobtrusive and installs on the front end of your vehicle without drilling.
- Prevents embarrassing moments when your bumper or air dam hits a curb.
- Pays for itself the first time curb damage is prevented.
- Easily removed from vehicle with no after-marks.
- Weatherproof.
- 3 year, 36,000 mile warranty with dealer installation.

Prevent Curb DAMAGE!

CURB ALERT™ offers sport car/sedan drivers significant cost savings by preventing curb damage to air dams and front bumpers. Tall parking curbs damage hundreds of sport cars/sedans each day with costly repair bills averaging $1200! And, it's a growing problem as more and more vehicle designers try to "cheat the wind" with low fascias and valence panels for better aerodynamics.

CURB ALERT™ prevents curb damage by providing an audible alarm to the driver at 8-28 in. curb distances. It's hidden from view, easily installed, with adjustable sensing distance, and is activated only when the engine is on.

Part Number: 5000-CA
Countertop Demo: 5000-CADISP

All Exotics: Dodge Challenger SRT-8
Any bumper < 6": Dodge Charger SRT-8
Audi: Infiniti
BMW: Mazda 3
Cadillac CTS: Mercedes
Chevrolet Corvette: Nissan Z
Chevrolet Volt: Porsche
Ford Mustang: Toyota Prius

IDEAL FOR THESE CURB DAMAGE-PRONE VEHICLES